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Children's Reactions to the Termination of Friendehip

Introduction

There is an increasing recognition that the various affective, cognitive

and behavioral experiences that occur within the bond of friendship may )3e as

significant in a child's development as familial. attachments (Asher and
4

Gottman, 1981; Damon, 177; Oubin and Ross, 1982; Yauniss, 1980Vriendship

ie one important way in'which children learn the rules and norms by which

society functions. Research has demonstrated that having Wends promotes

social skill development (Corsaro, 1981) and facilitates complex forms of pray

(Gottman and Parkhurst, 1980). 'Friends also 'help children learn to manage

their aggressive inclinatonsand sexual feelings (Fine, 1981; Rartup,

1978) Several theorists of children'e peer relations suggest that equity and .

juetice motives,'Ihenorm of reciprocity, nd the need for affiliation

originate in the interactions of children iithin the bonds of friendship

(Piaget, 1932; Sullivan, 1953). Thus, the stydy of children's friendship is

an excellent way to learri-more about both social development and human

relationshipein general.

The current body of research onchildren's friendship .generally focuses.

on two Basic issues: (1) the nature of children's conceptions of friendehip,

and (2) those factors wbich:affect interpersonaPattraction and subsequent

friendship fo tion (see Furman 0982) for areview). Many other olepecte of

friendebi remain:unexplored at this time. For eiamplet friendehip in
ogy

childhood can be an emotionally intense relationship, and data indicate that

moot children experience the deterioration and ending of friendehip several

times before adolesCenCe.(Rubin,,1980). It hae also been suggeSted that the

Minner'in which 'children dear with thloss of friends may importantly affect

theirr feelings' of lonelinese in adultho$ od (Shaver an Rubine tein,
-

'
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However, little research has been done on thieimportantgspect of children's

`friendships., Some inves ga tors have detailed children's reasons for ending,.

friendships(e.g., Aueti & Thompson, 1948; Yountss,,:1980), but little

inOrmation exists regarding other facets of. the experience, and dany.

,questions about the ending of a friendship remainnanswered. For examihe,

what are children's various affective, behavioral and cognitive reactions to

this event? What type of-copini mechanisms do they use to deal with the loss

of a friend? Are any aspects of the termination process affected by aga or

sex? Since the termination of friendship is a meaningful and somewhat common

,

experience in childhood,, these qUestions must be empirically addressed.

. It was decided that the baat way to answer some of the abovd questions

- .
was to use a. structu d'interviey.. Questions designed to assess children's

reactions to the ending ef friends hip were derived from altod el dt the
I

termination process_ proposed by the investigator, The interview technique for.

studying termination was used because

interview data yield a picture of the
.

it has several advantages. First,

termination4roceis as it is described

by the children themselves. The subjective element in human relationships is

probably the most compelling part of realityofor the pqrticipa (Levinger,

1980). Also, children's interpretations of the event and the feelings .

associated with it are useful to understanding tbi process of termination.

Finally, the use of other methods to investigate terminatign is impractical.

4'1%

-The use of a quasi-experimP ental technique to study children immediately before

andafter termination is an excellent research stp0egy bUtlis extremely

difficult to implement. having children writs' essays about friendship ending

, .

-would produce information that is OnfOunded by'differences in writing

abllity. Thus, for this preliminarylogk at the termination process,-the

structured interview appeared to. be the,most appropriate research strategy.

10.
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The present study was alao designed to determine if age differences exist

in children's reactions t? termination. Research from the cognitie- .

developmental pertsppotive has shown that children's conceptions of friendship .

.

%

change dramatically'witb age (Damon, 1977; Selman, 1980; Youniss, 1980).

Younger children (6-9) generally define friends as those who share comcrete

.""

resources, play with each other, or help each other. However, older children,

(10 -13) `are more likely to describi.friends as articulated individuals with

special needs for intimacy, loyalty, and. mutual Support. It is not known

whet al% these different conceptions of friendship affect children's reactions
.

to termination. Thus, it was decided to cbmpare the reactions of youngerand

older children.

Consistent sex differences have-not been demonstrated in children's

conceptions of friendship. However, boys tend to imake friends more easily

than girls, and they also have a wider netwOrk of friends than girlse(Eder and.
r,

Hallinan, 1978). Since-these facIors' may influence children's reactions to

the loss of a friend, it was decided to test for *sex differences as

Method
41

Subjects

The consisteddcf, 64 children: 30 younger children (third- graders,
. .

4

16 miles and 14 females) and 34 older children (sixth-graders, 15 males and 19--.

,
females). Fifty-six subjects were White, and Elbsubjects'were black.

The childran were students in a PublieSciool syitem in a email- Southern

town. The school vats integrated and the StudentS were primarily middle-
, .. ,

class. Permission to participate in thS Addy was granted by. the children's

;.'
parents prior to, 'the interview.: The' sample Was chosen- from. and sixth

grade classrooms where the children. were, at legit of average /4., performing
1

I
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academically at their grade level; and not 'buffering from phybical handicaps,

. . :-
emotional handicaps, or learning-disabilities. Thlt.use of this sample was

expected to- reduce any problems due to inadequate comprehension of the

f
stimulus materials or inability to verbalize friendship experiences.

The Interview

An early version of the i ter Jew was developed and pilot tested on 13

children. Revisions were made, and a final version_was prepared (see Appendix

ik
A). The interview contained both open- and closed-ended questions. Questions

were designed to elicit information regarding: why and how termination

occurs, the perceiVed frequency of termination in the child's peer group and

the child's personal experiences with termination, in4luding when it happened

'and the affective and behaviopal reactions. One section of the interview

(Section C) &isisted of a hypothetical story *out two best .friends whOse

4

frieZdship ended due to a conflict. One member of the friendship pair
. .

initiated the-ending._ Questions based on thig story were designed to

information about affective responses. All intervtew'qu Aions were worded

using -the term "beat friend" in order to control/or' the intensity pf the
,

.

relationship being investigated.

Procedure r

- Inter'viewa were.conducted at the child's school. After the intervie er
1st

wasintroduced-to the child by his/her .teacher,-the child was Wpm to.4t quiet

room. The child was then infoimed about the general nature of the interview

1 and- toll that he/she could end the interview at any time and for any. reason.

Termission was sought from the child to use a tape-recorder .to record all
,

responsed. All children agreed this.procedure.,The.child.4de then
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instructed on the use of a seven -point response scale. The hypothetical story
,,- *

was accompanied by a set of-cartoon illustrations. During this phase of the

interview, the investigator kept the cartoon illustrations in full view"of the

child to insure unders standing. Cartoon characters 'matched each,individual

Child in race, sexsand age. Also, each child,was given the opportunity to
4 .

,have the story repeated, if necessary. The intern took approximately 20

minutes to'complete. On completion of the interview, each child was thanked

for his/her participation and asked not to discuss the experience with others.

The Coding Process

Individual responses to eachopen,ended question were listed and

.carefully reviewed by ttie,nvestigator in order to.develop a coding scheme.

-The final version of the coding guide is predented'in Appendix B. Ooding was'

done by two independent raters, the investigator, and a research apsiatant who

was unfamiliai With the nature of'the'iroject. A total of twelve questions
-VW

were involved in this process...Iuterrater reliabilities were calculated Using

Cohen's Kappa formula. Kappa values rangl from .23to .94. Z scores for

these values ranged from 3.562 to 16.856 < .001). Following the

completion 'of coding by the two raters, a discussion.was held to resolve any

'disagreements.

I.

Data Analysis

grade Level X Sex Analyses 'of Variance were performed on all closed-ended

questionsi. B2., C2., C41, D2.; D7. 'Bepeated-measures analy6es of variance

were also performed in certain cases. Finally, Pearsin Product- Moment

. , .
,...,

40Trelations were calculated on children's responses to all closdd-endee
.

. , (
questions.

ti
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The chi-square statistic was Used on several open-ended questions: B3.,

r #

*
B4., D10., and It was n ot appropriate for use on the remainfhg non-

`scaled data (see DeDucchi, 1983).tithartgpre;grade and sex level "effects" on
.

these questions were determined by 41:erely inspecting relative frequency

data. These questions include: Cl. t C3., c5, 06., C7., D4.; D., and DB.

Results

Before' presenting the results, several things should be mentioned.
4

First, unleds otherwise statedN s 64 for each question. Also, in computing

relative frequenty data, missing data were not included in the calculation of
_

the total number of responses. In-'the discussion of relative frequency data

in the text, percentages often do not add up to 100. This is because

categories with small numbers of responses are sometimes not discussed in the

text:

4

irTermination

Grade effects.- SufpriPsingly, there was only one significant main effect.
.

due to grade level on the closed7ended questions regarding termination. Sixth

graders reported more intense affect followinga"pusnal experience with

termination than third graders (Question D7., M = 5.37 vs. M = 4.26, N -.57,

2" < 054

Frequency 'data from the open-ended questions revealed several other
--

differences between'grsde levels. In responding to the hypothetical story

about terminatioh, most third .g.laders (70%) claimed that the partier felt sad

When the 'friendship eadedibutonly 29.4% of the sixth graders Ciaimed.sadneas

as ,the response (Question Cl., N-= 64). Sixth graders were also more' likely
. J

$
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to claim that their personal experiences with termination were mutually

if

desired racier than one-sided (Question 46., 50% vs. 50%;-N = 56). Themost
. I

frequent response following,a personal experience with termination, as

reported by sixth graders on Question D6., wafaeling upsit or angry (36.0), .

but for third graders the mostcomdon.feeling was sadness (44.4%). In

addition, twice as many sixth graders ts third,graders repo wfeeling'aiwy41
I

upset after termination (36.6% vs. 113.551 N = 571. Regarding this sae

question. more sixth` graders expressed a greater var ('ety of reactions to

te6ination than did third graders. Almost half (44.4%) of the third graders
.

reported sadness after termination, as opposed to only 20% of the sixth

graders. The remaining sixth grade responses fell mainly into the other

14

categories:- &ngry or upset (36.6%), conflicting emotione(16.6%), and glad A

.(16.6%). Aftbr a personal experience with termination, twice as.many sixth

gradeTs ai third graders.xeported that they physically separated from their

former friends (Question DS., 40 vs. 22:2%, r° 57). Ai, -

Se effects No-significant main effects due to sex emerged on any of the

closed-ended qunstions regarding termination. _RoWever, responsee on Question

B3 revealed Ahairgirld were more likely than boys to claim that they let-

their partner know when they waited to end a friendship (E211, N'a 64) a

6.21, P < .025). Also, on Question D10., girls were more likely than boys to

-say that they balked to someone, ueual their mothersAollowing a personal 4

experience with termination (X2 [1, n =1 57) = 2.81 lo.< .10).

Frequency data from oper open-ended. cioi4olions.indicated the existence of

sex differences in other areas. Respontes to4uestiox.D5. revealed that 43.3%

of the girls claimed that 'their partner initiated their last termination

_experience, but only 19% of the boprotated this. By contrast, 34% of the

410-
.boys claimed that they initiated the last breakup, but only 16.6% of the girls

*40
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,
responded in this away tN =6). Following a personal experience with
le . ,

..
termination (Question D3.,I1L= 57) girls most often stated thatt they

k physically separated from their former friend (35;4%), but boys most often

. .

claimed that they ignored their former friend or justcontinued to go on with
I P 1

.

theusual activities (30.7%). Also, 32.2% of the girls claimed to look for'
le, ' v. ,k

another friend following termination, but only 15.3% of the boys reported

this. However, a large portion of the boys said that they physically
...A .

`separated from their foimer friend following a termination experience (26.9%)..
t j

)

,

Personal experience witletermination.' Eighty-nine percent of the total

sample reported that they had a' personal experience with termination. Or

. 4
these 89%, 27 were third graders (13 melee, 17 f"flee) . Question v.. ON

. . .

54), was intended to measure the last time that this subsample had an

experience with friendship termination. Almost one-half (46.3 %) claimed that,

it occurred more than one month but less than one year ago. Remaining

categories were: less than a week (16.7 %); more than one week but less than

one month (14.8%); an more than one yeai (22.2%). Ih discussing their

Affective reactions to the termination experience, 14% indicated that they

felt ,glad or.pOsitive about tli xperience while, 31.6% reportedlteling bad :

4 ff

andm?8.1% reported being angry or upset (Queetion Di., 'N = 57).. This is an

interesting contrast to Qliestions Oeltd C3. which evoke desCriptionf; of

affect'attributedAo the characters:in the hypothetical 'story. Qn Question

C1., no child attributed a positive feeling to the partner (iiiitiatOr of the
_

b&taki.4) in the story, while only 3.1% attributed it. to the-other/person in

4

Question C3. On Cl., 48.4% reported that tht partner (initiator of the

breakup) felt bad, !bile 12.5% said that the partner felt any or upset. On

Question C3., the percentages were 40.6 and,21.9, respectively. Also, while.

fightingle. most often cited as the reason why friendships in general break up

11_
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(43.4%, Question B1a.) chgdren are more specific when describing their own
-

experiences-with termination. Aldost'40% described a:spacifiC offensive,
r

behavior when dethiling the cause of their friendihip breakup, but only 20.11410

merely listed:fighting (cause of the conflict not described) as the reason for

.bre.akup (Queition,D4., N 53).

Differences between responses.

selected closed- ended responses to -the

repeated Measures analysis comparing

termfrhation questions revealed that

there was no difference between the4motint .of affect attributed-to thh

characters in the hypothetical atory..(Questiona C2. and C4.). There was'aiso

ao difference between the amount of affect attributed to thepart/pr in the

..

utbry uud the amount "of affect experienced by the child after a termination
, eN

extriehOe (Questions C2. and D7.). Inscomparing the amount of affej16

attributed to the person in the story-and the affect eiporiiiiced.bY the child
. .

after a termination, there was a.4ain effect for grade across these questions;

with sixth graders reporting more intense emotion (Questions C4..aid D7., M =

5.40 vs. M = 4.50, ! a 57, J1 < .02). Correlational apdlyses fuAther
. b...

revealed that the intensity of lect attributhd to the two characterain the,
. - 1

. r A

hypothetical story was positively correlated Questions C2. `.end C4., r b .23,

P. < .05).

Discussion

Present data indicate that,

perceived

definite,

.tahee.t,

ii

t

. ' -

.

.

the experience of friendship termination is

as i meaningful evelltein s chi Children reported

fairly Intense affective rqactions to thn loss, and were eke to

)

describe clearly a variety of behavioral reactionsto the event.

Some information given was.retiospectivOi.e., peraonalaccounte of

:.

4
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, .

tefkination experiencesq ), and its :accuracy" maybe questioned. However,
li . -. .

. .,

these retrospective self-reports are useful because they pr
*
oAde an indication

of the various aspects of termination that are more or less permanently
.,_

.

':'
.

t
0

incorpoihted intobildren's general conceptual framework about peer . ...,

friendships.
. .f.,

. .
. .. . e7t. .

In view of the,cognitive developmental research demonstrating age.chahges
ew

in the meaning of friendship, it is quite surprising that only afew grade

differences emerged in the-retctiTs to termination _ -There are several,.
, . .

. 144,1 %S...

possible reasons. for this. Most ques*ons sought information regaraing

. . . .. .

affective or 'behavioral responses. if is possible thitdirect.linkages among
. .

cognitions, affect, and-behavior_da_not exist. Time-r-eogni-ttie-- .

r .
. ..

.

representations of frieadhip may change several times during childhood, but

-behavihr dad affect pay 'follow a different developmental course. To date, few
.

studies have addressed this issue in relation to chilaren's friendibiiis, aad
T. .

s

it is certainly anarea which needs kurther,eiploration. 'It is also pselle
. .

.

../

-thit children'per6eilre thh practiCe of friendship hpi the ending of friendship

to be distinctly different _poceises, and,Sach evokes a separate-way"of .
.

1
thinking, feeling, and having. BeCause of this, Orb ways in:which children

become friends or practice friendship may not be related to the ways in which:-

they react..td its ending. Timis, age differences may exist in reference to
4 . .

. -

.defining and'practiding friendship; but not in reference to terminAtion,,

. .
.

. ..

iimply because each ifs a.distinct"process.
1 ,

1

. .
.(

.
.-

Sex differences in reaction 'to termination were Inconsistent4tross
, 1

V14

questions. Oirls in ttis sample were more reluctant than boys to initiate

o-

","

breakups.' This may be because.giria have a smaller' network of friends than
' : . I

boys and they also tend to' make friends more slowly IliEin boys. A girlAwithoutand

albeet friend may have no one to play with, but a boy in the same situation
T

e

O

12
.

*'
.

, .
.
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-could turn o' other boys in his friendship network..ithilied, few boys in this
,

-sample said theylboked-for.s new partner immediately.after a breakup.

-" .

Presumably, these boys', companionship needs could be-met by other preTexisting.

friendships. irls, in general, alsoappear to be somewhat leas casual than,
.

boyi aboti'these breakups. Thoug h they did not differ from boysin,their

affective flotations to the experience, they were more-likely to discuss the

event with others, and they were also more likely to tell their partner

12

explicitly that they had.degided to terminate the relatiopship. Because of

their greater willingness to talk, this sample of girls demonstrated a greater

- .

degree of ?elf-disclosure about their friend:Mips, In this,, they resemble

adult women whose friendships are more strongly associated with intimacy

(Caldwell & Peplaw, 1982; Hill & Stull, 1981). Men's friendship's are more

likely to be associated with a pbol.of common interests (Bell, 1981).

The present study represents only an,initial.effort to assess children's

perceptions of and reactions, to friendship terminitidd7gZintaseee.

sufficiently interesting to warraitfurther and more extensive study of this

.

issue. _Future work would benefit from focusing on direct obserVation'and
, . ,

- -
. . ,

. further interviewing of those .children who have recentlyexperienced-. .,

.

.

termination. This would prbyide an opportunity to gather more prea te details

which may Se-lost,,Vn retrospective accounts.

-40
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Hf. My name ie

what happens when

interested in learning

friends. SO,6 want to talk to you today for a little'while about these

O

APPENDIX A

Inte ew

.

I'm trying to learn about

are friends with egth other, and I'm especially-.
Y.

about what happene when, sometimes,-kids stop being

things: Is this O.K.? Before we begin, I want you to remember one,important

thing, which ie: there are no right or wrong answers. I only care about what

,you - think, and only you and I willhear youF answers. I won't tell anyone

what we talk about in here -- -not your teachers, not your parents, and not

other children. I will tape record your answers so I won't forget them,-

because I talk to a lot of children: IS that O.K.? Ie there anything you

want to .ask me-before we- begin?
8

Here is a picture-Of seven boxes that'increase in size. Yon can see that

number one is-the smallpet and number seen is the Largest. -Suppose I asked
_ ;

yoU bow such you liked E.T., end I told you that p inting to box number one

meant you liked him fthardlrat all," pointing :to box number seven meant you

liked him "a whole lot," and pointing to box number four meant that you

neither likbed him' a.whole lot no disliked htm.". Which box would you point

-to? 0.k.. That .1119a128 you like him.

poi
_. /.-

nt.,. -Wit boi-that sholie.Me ho* much you.lfke to take awful tasting.-
. .. _

. .

medicine. 'Rememberthaione means "hardly at'alli" eeieemeane a yhole lot,-- ";

Now,

end- fourMaainAhat You "neither, like it a whole lot norAislikel:t.." O.K.

Viuti means' you -like it.
. ..

itinfoCthese'.boXiii?'

! .

,,

DeROu have any - 'questions

ow "rd-like'to start talking with You abont
O
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A. Warm Up. Questions
.

'1. How do kids get to 4be bps t friends? Can you tell _me two things'
,

that 'they 'do?

-21. Name two things that you do- special with's best friend that you
don't do with other kids.

.

4.

3

t-;:1-
r : .

4..of.7 5).;tt tt'



B. General Questions Regarding Termination

:

1. -Sothetimes, kids who were best friends just stop .being- friends
at all: Why doeSthis happen? Give me two.reAsons.

.

.-

.

..

You said that kids would-stop being best friends.be ause
-../. (fill in. -with previous' response given by hild);

tell me, how often would this have-to happen beforeithey.
stopped being best friends? (Use scale)

3. When a kid wants to stop being best friends with Another kid, .

'does he/she usually let that person -know this ia some way?

(Yes or No).
_

. -

. If yes . . .in.what way does he/she usually let that person
know this?

S. If no . . . why. doesn't he/sWe usually let the person know?

4.

-



Hypothetical Story, About Friendship Termination

11/ .
Here are some pictures Of two kids who are best friends. This is
Anne/Bill and this-is Sally/Dave. They spent a lot of time
'together, they did their homework together andthey also went to
"special" pl 'aces together (like the movies or the beach). All.

Ithis ended because Anne/Sill:

, r
-;-;

a. would not help Sally/Dave when she /he needed help, and
Sally/Dave dqcided not to be friends. with Anne/Bill any-
more (for younger children).

b. wouldn't keepsecrets about Sally /Dave that she/hqfpromised.
never to tell, and"Sally/Dave decided not to be friends
with Anne/Sill anymore (for older children).

...,-
11*

1

Do you'have any questions about this story? (Pauie)

I would like you to think about what happened between Anne/Bill
and,SalliiDave, and I will ask you a few questions about- this
story. (Pause)

1. How do. you think Anne/Bill felt when -Sally /Dave
decided to end the krIendshie Remember Anne/Bill
would not help Sally /Dave.

2. Did Anne/Bill feel thiq hardly at all or a lot?,
- (Use scale) w

3. Hem do you think Sally/Dave felt when she/he
'ended-the,friendship? (a) Remember Anne/Bfll
would not help Sally/Dave; or, (b) Remember
Anne/Bill told secrets about Sally/Dave.

-
.

Sally /Dove feel xhi hardly at all ,n" lot?
',(Use-scale).

P.
5: You know AnneLBIll.ind Sally/Davq are in the same,

class at school:\ How doyou suppose Anne /Bill felt-
when she/he saw Sally /Dave in schocil?

. HOwtdo you suppose Sally/Daire felt when she/he.
saw Anne/Bill in school?

. .

SupOose'theteaCher told them to work together
. on a, special- project, what dcryou think would

WOO"-

. ,..4%*

0

4:
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1. *Rive you and anotti, eg$43erson whowere beat friends ever
stopped beinifriehalt.st all? (Yes or No) ,'....

. . .1; ., '',7,,;, . .
(e-..

.......- ...... - - -

- 2. Row often-hes-thiCoorg of thing 'happened to you? '(Use

scale) ..?(:"q ',' 4
-'

.. .47 1Y 111

. When was the .last time-this bappend to you?

:Please, thini, abou'ethis last rise -because 'I want io
ask you a Lew questions about (Pause)

'Why 114 this happen?
411

5. Who wanted:iv stop :being frien ds. first: '
..b.

.a. you?' ',

' b., the, other. perste?

c.' 'both 'of 3kovi? ,*.' . ..-

_ .
6. Row. did you fee/_ when this _happened?

.

Did .you 'f this.4 little or a-:10;?" 1(Use scale). , .

-

Wirai did 'you :do right".4f-tet.:thiit haPpenei?

1

Dig =you talk' to..agfrOre , aboUti this?

;If yes _ -

- -
.42 7:04.340.ik-4ot -it- new Citend right :way? "(Us or no)

r *z4":' .th.k..
**1
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Ea. of Interview

Thank-5,9u for talking with me today. As I mentioned be e, t

won't tell anyone what we talked about inhere not your teacher's,

not your parents, and not .other children. In return, I would'like

.

you 6 do something for me. Please do not tell,any of your classmates

what wetalked about today. I will-be-talking with some of them:it

'some other time and it wouldnht be good if you'talked to them first..

O.K.? Do you'have any other questions? Good-bye and thanks again.

<

4

Ar
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...APPENotx B.

Coging Guide

.4

('odes Category
k . r.

1 Px44-oting

1..

4

.yrsrc 77)1? 4.
£, *If

111

. .

. *. t

7,

2 Ma. prang .icing the 'rules", of frienctship.
(Examples: not sharing or helping;. being-
"mean"; teasing or hurting; telling' secrets;
talking 'about the - -other* bef,lind his /her back;
ignoring, the other. etc. )

4

. 3 'Third party problems
'(Examples: 'finding a new friend; not liking,
. someone one's. -friend likes; etc. )

4 RealizAtion Of need for change
(Examples: being' bored or tired of the,
other; developing different interests or
different-personOlity traits. ):

7 Miscellaneous
,,

8' Don't, know, can't. remember

Question not -asked

ting 4*"
practicing the "rules' of friendship:

(F amptes: not -sharing or hel\aa.nv being
"mean'"; teasing or hurting; telling secrets;

4.1)-4: At.her- 'oehird hir,thee Nick,

..

(E:,0?1Mple'r
S.:9:o144-71,:fi,-- one'

-
new fr.lenti; not-
Listes; stc.. _

:Oesli.ration sir` need for_Change
(ExaMples-:- bot-ed'or.tire,d of ti444011V"

jiffer'ent interests or
itferent...ppriziar?al.itt;

Misceilan
.

110

VnOwi r ember .
Os.ksd.f

. .

It
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1;

1.r7 __

8
ti

9

83 1

2

8

9

84 '

>.

2

!

,
..

_ _ . _f scaled_ response)-7 _ __=. __L._

Don't know, can".t. remember

B5

8

Question not asked

YES'

NO

Don't know; can't remember

Question not asked .

Explicit message.

Mb<

Telling-the other in a race toirecitly
face confrontation'

Implicit message'
Letting the other 'know indiriect114.-
(Examples: ignoring the other; not playing;'
calling. or talking to.the-other. )

-Miscellaneous.
"' ;

'Don't.knoub, can't remember

Question. no$,...;ablied

To avoid: hurting the other's.feilingswx

To avoid interaction with other becauie Of
respondent's feelings (anger, embarrassment,
etc.)

Miscellanea'

136W Itno ;ar t' remember
1

Question not asked* .

-Sad ."1
!

gaiii4set

Regs4et. ,

.torif144 00) or
.

more' conflicting eMotions-

a-Vg.41; uS:F:,13

r



A

C2

7

, 1

(

"Oriv-e.xpriessed by the
floc silad)

Miscellaneous.,
IP v .

8 Don' t /cart- t, remember
.

.
9, Question not asked

L- 1-7 (scaled ,data.)

.6ort know. caK't reme- mber

9 - Qbest.i.on not asked

C3

2 Glad/good

C4

CS

3 Mod/Upset

4 Regret

5

e75.-. sad; but

1.

k..

ConflIct (t.illo' or more conflicting emotions
are expressed by the child)

7 Miscellaheous
. -

Don't know, remember

9. 'Qu'estion-not 'asked -

s_

1-7 `(scaled data)
f , .

B .Don't knoU. can't remember
. ,

. '9 Ouestion no; 'anhea/ .
. ,

. -.

/..
.1. Sad

2 Mad/Upst-

Ow

.;:st=r

-. .

3 Ignored cy1.h*e

4 Athamid/embacrasted/lelks'outilohel:y.
- .

,
5 Wantslreconcillatior

,

,

Tu*. more---C44gor.tes--expi°.essed

Mitcellatittous
- 2

,



Cit

C7

\-

-.
or

-.-r4
8 Don't know, can't remember

9 QueS11.0.6_ont_asketi

1 Sad

2 Mad/upset

3 Ignored others '

4 Ashamed/embarrassed/left outilonely

5 Wants reconciliation
.

6. ,Two or more categoi-ies expressed

Aiscellaneetus 1

Don't-knocan't remember

9 / Question riot asked

Will fight''

2 Will reconcile
A

-3 Will ignore each other
.11

4 Will refuse to work together

.5 Two or Mori of the above possibilities
4;. expressed 0,

,S.

r

8

9

1 YES . t

tt4fitinow can't remember.
,

-

a. MiscellaneoUS

DoriPt knov.,can't.emember

OupstiOn not asked / ' 2
t

Pe,s400j)0,--askitd , -
or

(scaled' 44a)
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s ..

.
P.

L
.

. 8
e

.
9

..
0
4

,

03 1

.0 2

ki

B

o

:
.

.
cDon't know,' can't remember

.

. 1-,

Question not asked t..

- . . ,

- ,

.

One week or less
41,

.

;

.

Eight.days to one month.." t

More than ofiemonth CO one year

More than one year

Don't know, can''t remember

9

r:

Question not asked

04 - 1 Fighting. .

2 MCA, practicing the "rules" of friendship.
(ftamples: not; sharing or helping) being '7
"mean"; teasing'or hurting) telling secrets)I talking about'the other behind his/her baCkt

:- ,ignOring the other, etc.)

Third party problemi -

(Examples: finding a new friend) not liking
someone one's friend likes) etc.).

4 Realization of need for change,'
lEttamples: being'bored or.tired of the other)
developing different interests or different,
personality traits. ) /

7- Miscellaneous

8 pon't kndw, can't remember

;.)uestlon )lot aske

-05 1 You

Other person2

.3

.8

Both

Odn't:know, can't reilember



2 01-ad-

3 . Mad /upset .

WA*

4 Regret
111..A

5 Conflict (two of more conflicting.-emotions
are expressed by the Child)

1

t

8

.9

Miscellaneous

Don't know, can't remember

-Question not _asked

07 1,7 (scaled data)
.

8 Don't can't remember

... 9' Question not asked .. .

.
.

. %-hr,:;,,,. y '''''
,
:-,

.

08
e - 1 Physical44al*ation .

,-..
,(Examples: went hates vent aWays/changed

go seat):
. ,

2 Looked F.-or/Pound another friend.to play with.

rghored other/forgot other/did nothing

1:

,

-3

4 oug ht /achieved reconciliation

7 .Miscellaneous

' Don't know, canlkt remember

? Question not/asked

09 uncOded ...mbt_response frorn most
47).

d

A 0

1 a YES

4
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4

c

..

.ei
.0 : -

4

O

i 3 Sibling' ..

.

.., _----,---*. -.--4 TeaCher
...

, ..

7 litscellanibus
4

{4.

a

"o ,
1

. .
.

. a , Don't know, can't remember ,

It

. . 9 Question not asked
,

.-
0

012 ,, .t YES - .
3.,

3

- , , ..
. 2 NO ,- . .t. ..,-- .:,. .0,

,

8 Don' t know, can' t remember

9 Question not asked

I.

ar

4.5
5'

.

.

,r

`


